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ABSTRACT
In traditional (desktop) e-commerce search, a customer issues a
specific query and the system returns a ranked list of products in
order of relevance to the query. An increasingly popular alternative
in e-commerce search is to issue a voice-query to a smart speaker
(e.g., Amazon Echo) powered by a voice assistant (VA, e.g., Alexa).
In this situation, the VA usually spells out the details of only one
product, an explanation citing the reason for its selection, and a
default action of adding the product to the customer’s cart. This
reduced autonomy of the customer in the choice of a product during
voice-search makes it necessary for a VA to be far more responsible
and trustworthy in its explanation and default action.

In this paper, we ask whether the explanation presented for a
product selection by the Alexa VA installed on an Amazon Echo
device is consistent with human understanding as well as with
the observations on other traditional mediums (e.g., desktop e-
commerce search). Through a user survey, we find that in 81% cases
the interpretation of ‘a top result’ by the users is different from that
of Alexa. While investigating for the fairness of the default action,
we observe that over a set of as many as 1000 queries, in ≈68% cases,
there exist one or more products which are more relevant (as per
Amazon’s own desktop search results) than the product chosen by
Alexa. Finally, we conducted a survey over 30 queries for which the
Alexa-selected product was different from the top desktop search
result, and observed that in ≈73% cases, the participants preferred
the top desktop search result as opposed to the product chosen
by Alexa. Our results raise several concerns and necessitates more
discussions around the related fairness and interpretability issues
of VAs for e-commerce search. 1

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smart speakers like Amazon Echo or Google Nest have penetrated
into the daily lives of millions across the globe, and are being in-
creasingly used for varied purposes from making a phone call to

1This work has been accepted at The Web Conference 2022 (WWW’22). Please
cite the version appearing in the conference proceedings.
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Figure 1: (a) In traditional desktop search, upon entering a
query in the search bar a number of products are shown in a
ranked order as per their relevance. (b) InVAs through smart
speakers, upon asking a purchase query (i) VA spells out an
audio response explaining a product information, (ii) adds
the aforementioned product to cart for further exploration.
purchasing something online [6, 13, 29]. These smart speakers are
powered by intelligent voice assistants (VA) like Alexa or Google
Assistant. With such surge in VA usage, the research community
has started looking into their impact in terms of privacy [6] and
trustworthiness [11, 22, 27]. In this work, we focus on one of the
most important information access mechanisms – e-commerce
search using VAs (through smart speakers) – and the consequences
thereof. We focus on e-commerce search because it is one of the
most popular online activities in today’s Web [13, 15, 28].
Traditional e-commerce search vs. search via VAs: In tradi-
tional e-commerce search, usually a user types a query in the search
bar. A number of results, that the underlying search algorithm com-
putes to be relevant, are shown in the decreasing order of relevance
to the user. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the search par-
adigm in the Amazon e-commerce platform. The customer enters a
query, and a ranked list of relevant products is shown along with
some metadata (title, rating, price etc.). Given the abundance of
choices, platforms are known to nudge users toward certain prod-
ucts by the way results are presented [3, 32]. For example, results
appearing at the top, toward the top-left corner of pages, or close
to prominent images are known to accrue more clicks [3].

In contrast, search through VAs2 do not offer such abundance of
choices to the user. When a query is posed to a VA (e.g., Alexa), it
typically responds with the details of only one product. Figure 1(b)
shows a prototype response (and Section 2 gives several examples).
The VA spells out the relevant product details (e.g., title, price and

2Note that throughout the rest of the paper, by search through VA we imply
searching on a smart speaker which is powered by the VA as shown in Figure 1(b).
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delivery information) and adds the product to the customer’s cart
for further review or purchase. In addition, it also asks the customer
whether to make the purchase immediately. Often the response
also contains a brief explanation of why the VA has chosen the
corresponding product. For example, some prevalent explanations
provided by Alexa VA is a product being the “Amazon’s Choice” or
“a top result”. Overall, we divide the response from VAs into two
primary parts: (1) an audio response describing a chosen prod-
uct with a brief explanation, and (2) a status quo or default
action which is to add the chosen product to the customer’s cart.

Since a VA selects only a product for a given voice-query, cus-
tomers cede complete autonomy to the decision making power of
the VAs in such contexts. We posit that such restricted autonomy
for the customers warrants the VAs to be more responsible and
trustworthy in their response. This situation raises two important
concerns pertaining to the different parts of the response: (1) How
interpretable are the responses given by VAs to customers using
the smart speakers?, and (2) How fair are the default actions taken
by VAs to different stakeholders involved in the process?
Interpretation of the explanation given by a VA: Users sub-
consciously extend the provided explanations with their own in-
terpretations [18, 36]. Such explanations (or responses) and their
framing matter as users tend to make decisions passively, especially
when there is a sense of urgency, such as in online purchase [16, 36].
Despite its importance, the interpretation of explanations from VAs
has not been studied in the past. For example, how does a cus-
tomer interpret an explanation such as a product is “a top result” or
“Amazon’s Choice”? Note that one can conduct a product search on
multiple mediums nowadays, e.g., on a smart speaker, on Amazon’s
desktop website, or on its mobile app. If the customers’ interpreta-
tion of a VA’s explanation is vastly different from what is observed
in more traditional mediums (e.g., desktop search), it may affect
their trust on the VAs in a negative way. Therefore, we posit that
the consistency across results on different mediums is paramount
for making the VAs more trustworthy. This brings us to our first
research question (RQ) on interpretability of the explanations
provided by VAs: RQ–1: How do users interpret the explanations
given in the audio response by VAs? More specifically, we intend to
understand the users’ interpretation of those explanations keeping
traditional information access systems as a baseline.
Fairness in the status quo action: Humans have a general ten-
dency to take the path of less effort, thus maintaining the status
quo [36]. Moreover, defaults have extra nudging ability because
users tend to feel that they come with an implicit (or explicit) en-
dorsement from the system [36]. Thus if an option is designated
as the default choice, the corresponding product can command a
large market share [36]. The likelihood of choosing the default op-
tion is further reinforced with explanations of positive sentiments.
Such significant opportunity to revenue also brings with it several
fairness concerns for both producers and customers. For example,
in the context of e-commerce, non-selection of the most relevant
product will deny its producers sale and revenue opportunities as well
as mislead the customer to a (possibly) less relevant product leading
to customer dissatisfaction. This brings us to our second RQ on
the fairness of the default action of a VA: RQ–2: How fair is the
status quo action (product selection) of the VA?

This study: In this paper, we attempt to understand the aforemen-
tioned aspects of the explanation and the default action of Alexa VA
to e-commerce search queries. The selection of Alexa is influenced
by its popularity [19, 26] coupled with the vastness of Amazon as
an e-commerce marketplace. Note that in our study the responses
and the explanations within are both generated by Amazon Alexa.

To this end, we created a scraper which automatically sends out
e-commerce queries to Alexa (through an Amazon Echo device),
and collects the product details of the product which was added to
cart by Alexa. Further, we collect a snapshot of the desktop Amazon
search result for the same query (keeping the search context as sim-
ilar as possible, e.g., at the same time instant, from the same user
account, same geographic location, same delivery location, etc.)
to further analyze the customers’ interpretations. Our selection of
desktop Amazon search as a baseline is influenced by the popularity
of the medium for online shopping [37]. We also conducted a survey
among 100 participants to understand their interpretations of the
different explanations provided by Alexa VA while adding the prod-
ucts to their cart. By keeping the survey responses and the Alexa
transcripts as references, we make the following observations.
• Interpretation of explanations: The interpretation of the re-
spondents and the observations from the desktop search results
taken immediately after the query was passed through Alexa do
not align with each other in majority of the cases. In particular, we
find that in 81% cases the interpretation of the survey participants
about ‘a top result’ does not match with that of Alexa.
• (Un)fairness in the status quo action:We observe that in 68%
cases, one or more products were available in the desktop search result
which were more relevant than the product added to cart by Alexa.
• Preference of the customers: Upon conducting a user survey
for 30 queries (where the product added to cart by Alexa and the
top search results differ), respondents preferred to buy the product at
the top of search result to the one added by Alexa on 73% occasions.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evaluation of its
kind to understand users’ interpretation of the responses provided
by VAs (albeit for purchase queries only). We will make the dataset
available upon request at: https://forms.gle/aEG2n84Ay82QkVD19.
We believe that the insights drawn from this work will motivate
development of more trustworthy VAs in future.

2 DATA COLLECTION
Next, we discuss the data collection process and different explana-
tions obtained from Alexa for adding products to one’s cart.

2.1 Data collection pipeline
Customers can interact with the Amazon search system through
multiple mediums. In this work, to check the consistency of the
Alexa selections and their explanations, we take Amazon desktop
search as a baseline. Our choice of having desktop search as the
baseline is influenced by the fact that it is the oldest and most
popular medium of interaction of customers with Amazon [35].
Moreover, a 2020 survey suggest nearly 65% Amazon shoppers use
desktop website to shop on Amazon [37]. Therefore, the data collec-
tion pipeline was set up in a way such that we ask a query to Alexa
(through an Amazon Echo device) and perform a desktop search
with the same query at the very same time instant on Amazon from

https://forms.gle/aEG2n84Ay82QkVD19


<query-string>

 Step 1: gTTS

Step 3(a): Details of 
product added to cart

Step 3(b): Details of SERP 
and products shown

Step 4: Download transcript from 
Amazon cloud

Step 2(a)

Step 2(b)

Figure 2: The data collection pipeline. A query string gets
converted to an audio signal by Google Text-To-Speech. The
audio signal and the textual query are provided to the Alexa
VA and desktop search respectively. Product page details of
the retrieved products and the transcripts of the Alexa con-
versation are then collected for further analyses.

the same user account. The data collection pipeline is shown in
Figure 2 and the four major steps are explained below.
Step 1: Text to speech conversion: Given a query text, the first step is
to generate a voice command for the Alexa voice assistant. We used
Google Text-to-Speech (gTTS: https://gtts.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)
library to create automatic voice commands for the Alexa system.
Step 2: Search with the same query on Alexa device and Amazon
desktop simultaneously.
• Step 2(a): Search on Alexa: We issue the voice-query "Alexa!!! buy
me a <query-string>" using an Amazon Echo Dot (4th Gen).
• Step 2(b): Search on desktop: As soon as the Alexa query was
sent, we immediately searched for the same query on the Amazon
website on a desktop. For desktop data collection, we performed
browser automation using Gecko driver and Firefox web-browser.
Step 3: Visit the product pages of the relevant products to collect
meta-data and seller information.
• Step 3(a): The product added to cart by the Alexa VA.
• Step 3(b): Products that appeared as desktop search results.
Step 4: Download the Alexa transcript from Amazon cloud. This is
done so that we can understand why Alexa added a product to the
cart, i.e., to gather the explanation provided by Alexa. Some sample
transcripts are shown in Figure 3.
Query selection: We first collected the top-100 most searched key-
words on Amazon [14] and performed desktop search on Amazon
using them. We also visited the product pages of products shown
on the corresponding search engine result pages (SERPs) to obtain
different popular queries mentioned on the product pages. These
were included into the query list. Further, we also used Amazon’s
auto-complete suggestions to get additional queries. Our intention
was to gather as many popular query strings as possible from the
100 keywords that we started with. Finally, we curated a list of 1000
keywords for which we collected the data using the above pipeline
(Figure 2). The query set comprises of queries from different popular
product categories on Amazon, e.g., Electronics, Computer Acces-
sories, Mobile Accessories, Home and Kitchen etc. (see Table 1 for
the top-10 categories in our query set). Further, we also collected
14 temporal snapshots of search results for each of the 100 primary
keywords to observe the temporal variations in results.
Uniformity of the data collection process:We collected all data
using the aforementioned method from a single account having
prime membership in Amazon’s Indian marketplace (Amazon.in).

Category # Query Category # Query
Electronics 238 Mobile accessories 74
Computer accessories 211 Home improvement 50
Home & Kitchen 118 Office products 48
Health & personal care 112 Video games 25
Sports, fitness & outdoors 21 Luggage & bags 79

Table 1: Break up of queries from top-10 categories present
in our dataset as defined by Amazon.

(a) (b)
Figure 3: Transcripts of responses given by Alexa for dif-
ferent queries (within blue rectangles). The explanation
(within red rectangles) here is the corresponding product be-
ing (a) the “Amazon’s Choice”, and (b) ‘a top result’. The de-
fault action (within green rectangles) is that in both cases a
product has been added to the customer’s Amazon cart.
We collected all the data from the same geographic location, using
the same IP address and with the same delivery address to maintain
uniformity. Further, to keep our analyses meaningful and compar-
isons fair, we performed the searches on both the devices (Echo
and desktop) at the exact same time instant.

We also used the temporal snapshots to check for stability of the
top–k search results and the products selected to cart by Alexa. We
observe that the selection of Alexa and the desktop search results
are stable over time – more than 6 products are retained in the top–
10 desktop search results for 88% of the queries in any consecutive
pair of temporal snapshots, suggesting minimal stochasticity in
the collected data. This last observation is particularly important
since it presents the necessary evidence that all the results that
we subsequently present in the paper are non-stochastic outcomes.
Readers can refer to Section 7.2 (Figure 10) for more details.

2.2 Responses from Alexa voice assistant
As shown in Figure 1(b), responses provided byAlexa comprises two
different parts: (a) an audio response describing a selected product
with an explanation, and (b) a default action - adding the selected
product to cart. For example, Figure 3 shows the exact transcript of
such responses. In Figure 3 (a) upon being asked to buy a ‘hiking
backpack’, Alexa selects a product to add to the customer’s Amazon
cart. First it responds with the product title, price and delivery
details. This response is preceded with a brief explanation (e.g.,
‘Amazon’s Choice’ in Figure 3 (a)). Then, Alexa says ‘I added it to
your Amazon cart’. After this, the selected product can be reviewed
and checked out from the Amazon cart of the customer. Finally,
in case the customer wants to go ahead with the purchase, then
they need to say ‘order it now’. Notice that, through this default
action, Alexa makes it significantly easier for a customer to review
or purchase the selected product.
Explanations for the product selection: Often these audio re-
sponses also mention the reason for the selection of the product in

https://gtts.readthedocs.io/en/latest/


the form of a small explanation in the beginning of the response.
For example, in Figure 3, the corresponding products were added to
the cart for being an “Amazon’s choice” or “a top result” respec-
tively. During our data collection, we found the following types of
explanations in the response of Alexa to our queries.
Based on Amazon’s Choice: Amazon’s choice is the most preva-
lent explanation given by Alexa while adding a product to the cart
for a query. For 662 out of the 1000 queries, Alexa added a product to
the cart which is explained as being “Amazon’s Choice”. Transcript
of one such response is shown in Figure 3(a). Note that according
to Amazon, “Amazon’s Choice highlights highly rated, well-priced
products available to ship immediately” [1].
Based on top result: The second most prevalent explanation pro-
vided by Alexa for adding a product is being ‘a top result’. An
example of such a response is shown in Figure 3(b). For 251 out
of the 1000 queries, Alexa added a product to the cart which is
explained as being “a top result”.
Other explanations: We find the above two explanations to be
the most prevalent and they cover more than 91% of all the product
searches we performed. Apart from these, a few other explanations
provided by Alexa include (i) ‘the best selling option’, (ii) ‘based on
order history’ (when the user has searched with the same query in
the past), (c) ‘closest I can find’, etc. We do not discuss these expla-
nations in detail for brevity. However, some aggregate level results
for the same have been reported in the supplementary material.

In the rest of this paper, we shall try to understand the interpreta-
tions of the two most prevalent explanations. Throughout, we will
compare the Alexa result for a particular query with the desktop
search result for the same query, fired almost immediately as the
query fired on the Alexa VA (as described in Step 2). For brevity, we
describe the observations on the snapshot of 1000 queries through-
out this paper. The results from the additional temporal snapshots
are added in the supplementary material.

3 INTERPRETATION OF EXPLANATIONS
To understand the interpretation of the explanations provided by
Alexa system, we conducted a survey among 100 participants. A
majority of our respondents are male (72%) and in the age group
of 20–30 years. All of them are very conversant with shopping on
Amazon. In this section, we present the interpretation from the
survey and then compare the same with the observations in the
corresponding desktop search results.

3.1 Interpretation of ‘Amazon’s Choice’
In Alexa’s response to 66% of the queries, we find ‘Amazon’s Choice’
to be the explanation for adding a product to the cart (e.g., Fig-
ure 3(a)). Amazon says that “Amazon’s Choice highlights highly
rated, well-priced products available to ship immediately” [1]. To
understand customers’ interpretation of nuances like ‘highly rated’,
‘well priced’ etc., we asked the respondents the following questions:
• What do you interpret by a product to be “highly rated”?
• What do you interpret by a product to be “well priced”?
• If a product is explained to be “Amazon’s Choice” for a query,
where do you expect that product to appear on your search results?
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Figure 4: Bar plots of responses regarding the interpretation
of two most prevalent explanations of Alexa, i.e., ‘Amazon’s
Choice’ (a–c), and ‘a top result” (d). Figures (e), (f): Responses
of purchase likelihood of each explanation type.

• How likely are you to buy the product which is explained as
“Amazon’s Choice” for a query on Amazon?

Aggregated break-ups of responses to the questions related to
Amazon’s Choice explanation are shown in Figure 4 (a–c) and (e).
Interpretation of ‘highly rated’: A total of 59% of respondents
voted that a highly rated product should be one which has an aver-
age user rating of greater than 4.0 (out of 5.0). The two most voted
options were the product should have an avg. user rating greater
than or equal to 4.0 and 4.5 (33% and 26% votes respectively – see
Figure 4(a)). Notice that many respondents (22%) also interpreted
this statement to be the best rated product among all the results
shown on the SERP. Going with the plurality, we interpret a ‘highly
rated’ product to be a product having average user rating ≥ 4.0.
Observation in the collected data: Out of the 662 queries for
which a product was added to cart for being Amazon’s choice, we
observe that all 662 times the selected product has an average user
rating ≥ 4.0 (out of 5). In fact, in nearly 16% cases the product is
rated higher than 4.5 too. Thus, Amazon abides by its claim that the
Amazon’s choice products are highly rated products and the observa-
tion matches the interpretations of the respondents.
Interpretation of ‘well priced’: Interpretation of ‘well priced’
product also seemed to be rather straight forward among the re-
spondents. They consider a product to be well priced, if its price
is among the least 5 prices among all the products shown in the
search results for a query (61% votes for the response– Figure 4(b)).
19% of the respondents even went ahead to say that it should be
the least priced product among all the relevant results shown.
Observation in the collected data: To understand the interpreta-
tion of ‘well priced’ product, we ranked all the products appearing in
the first desktop SERP (for a particular query) as per the mentioned
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Figure 5: Break-up (in percentage) of rank of products that were added to cart by Alexa with different explanations, as per
their (a) pricementioned and (b, and c) position on first SERP of Amazon desktop search. Green (respectively, red) bars indicate
positions where interpretations and observations match (respectively, do not match). In a significant number of cases, a better
option (as per Amazon’s own desktop search) was available than the product that was added to cart by Alexa.
price. Notice in case of a tie between the price of two products,
their position on the SERP was used to resolve the tie (such that
every product will have a distinct position). Figure 5(a) shows the
break-up of positions of different products that were added to cart
by Alexa with Amazon’s choice explanation (for different queries)
based on their price.3 We observe that in merely 23% cases, the
product added to cart adhered to the most common interpretation
of well-priced product as mentioned above. In other words, for as
many as 77% of the queries, the product selected by Alexa does not
appear within the 5 least-priced offers available for the said query
(contrary to what is understood by a majority of customers).
Expected position of appearance of Amazon’s Choice: Given
an Amazon’s choice product is highly rated and well priced, major-
ity of the respondents either expect such a product to appear as the
top search result (30% respondents) or to at least appear among the
top-5 products (54% respondents) in the search results (Figure 4(c)).
Observation in the collected data: Figure 5(b) shows the break-
up of positions of different products that were added to cart by
Alexa with Amazon’s choice explanation (for different queries) on
the first desktop SERP.4. We observe that in 74% cases (i.e., for
490 queries) Amazon’s choice product was selected from the top-5
desktop search results. Contribution from position 1, however, is
merely 39%. In other words, for 61% of the cases (i.e., for 403 queries)
there existed at least one or more products which the Amazon search
system itself evaluated to be more relevant for the corresponding query
at that point of time, yet which was not selected by Alexa.

Even though the observation is in agreement with customers’
expectations in 74% cases, there is still a significant number of
queries (172 out of 662 queries, i.e., 26%) where a product positioned
at or beyond rank 6 was added to cart with an explanation of being
Amazon’s choice (contrary to customers’ expectations). Further, for
nearly 8% of the times (for 51 queries), the Amazon’s choice product
did not even appear on the first SERP (the ‘Absent’ bar in Figure 5(b)).

3.2 Interpretation of ‘a top result’
For a significant number of queries (251) in our data collection pro-
cess, the product was added to cart with ‘a top result’ explanation
(e.g., Figure 3(b)). To understand what the customers interpret being
‘a top result’ we asked them the following questions:

3Note that figures in Figure 5 are truncated at position 15 for better visibility.
4Amazon search results may have sponsored advertisements too. In our analyses,

we consider only the organic results and not the sponsored ads.

•If a product is explained to be “a top result” for a query, where do
you expect that product to appear on your search results?
•How likely are you to buy the product which is explained as “a top
result” for a query on Amazon? Aggregated break-ups of responses
to these questions are shown in Figure 4 (d) and (f).
Expected position of appearance of a top result: 62% of the
respondents interpret a ‘top result’ to be the top product in the
search result; while another 33% interpret a top result should be
a product appearing in one of the top-5 positions in the search
result (Figure 4 (e)). For the rest of this paper, we proceed with the
interpretation having the majority of the votes, i.e., ‘a top result’
means the top result (position 1) in the search results.
Observation in the collected data: Figure 5(c) shows the break
ups (in %) of ranks (on the first SERP) from which different products
were added to cart by Alexa system with ‘a top result’ explanation.
Contrary to the interpretation mentioned above, only 18.72% of
such products actually were positioned at the top of desktop search
results (corresponding to position 1 in the figure) i.e. for ≈81%
of the cases the most popular interpretation does not match with
our observation. Even if we consider the second most popular
interpretation of top-5, that leaves out nearly 52% products which
were ranked at position six and beyond.Worryingly, for 66 out of
the 251 queries, the mentioned product (whose addition was explained
by ‘a top result’) did not even appear on the first desktop SERP page
which was collected immediately after the query was posed to Alexa.

We also performed similar ranking based analyses on the remain-
ing 87 queries where explanations other than ‘Amazon’s Choice’
and ‘a top result’ were given by Alexa. We found that across all 1000
queries, in only 32% cases, the most relevant product (top-ranked
product) according to desktop search was added to cart by Alexa.
The details are added in the supplementary material (Figure 8).

3.3 Implications from the survey
In this section, we investigated the alignment of customers’ inter-
pretation of the two most prevalent explanations given by Alexa. A
summary of the findings is noted in Table 2. We observe that for
‘Amazon’s Choice’ and ‘a top result’, the interpretation of the re-
spondents and the observations from an immediate desktop search
result do not conform with each other in several aspects. While
Amazon’s choice products are indeed highly rated, they are not
what customers perceive to be ‘well priced’. The interpretation of ‘a
top result’ explanation is severely misunderstood by the customers.



Explanation type Statement Interpretation Match
Highly rated Avg. user rating ≥ 4.0 ✓(100%) ✗(00%)

Amazon’s Choice Well priced Least-5 price ✓(23%) ✗(77%)
Expected position Top-5 in SERP ✓(74%) ✗(26%)

A top result Expected position Top result (position 1) ✓(19%) ✗(81%)

Table 2: Major takeaways from Section 3. While Amazon’s
choice products are highly rated; there is a significant mis-
match in the interpretation of a ‘well-priced’ product. The
interpretation of ‘a top result’ is severelymisinterpreted too.

Note that these observations are not based on a solitary snapshot
of the search results. Our comprehensive analysis across different
temporal snapshots also highlight such gaps between customers’ in-
terpretation and our observations on data collected from immediate
desktop searches. The reader can refer to Figure 11 in Section 7.2
of the supplementary material for further details.

Additionally, in the survey we had also asked our respondents
about their likelihood to buy the products that are explained by
Alexa to be ‘Amazon’s choice’ or ‘a top result’. Figure 4(e) and
Figure 4(f) respectively show the responses obtained for “Amazon’s
Choice” and ‘a top results’ explanations. In both cases, majority of
the respondents (56%) answered that they are ‘likely’ or ‘very likely’
to buy products with such explanations. This observation further
emphasizes that such explanations act as powerful positive nudges
for the customers. However, if the explanations do not match their
interpretations, then customers may be misled to products which
they would not have purchased otherwise. It may not only result
in customer dissatisfaction, but also result in decline in trust on the
explanations (and therefore the response) of VAs such as Alexa.

4 (UN)FAIRNESS IN PRODUCT SELECTION
While traditional (desktop) e-commerce search shows a ranked list
of products, a voice assistant, in contrast, selects only one product
and adds it to the customers’ cart for further exploration and pur-
chase (see Figure 1). Note that here we are considering the same
user-account issuing the same query at the same time instant from
the same geographical location with the same delivery location
and, thereby, making the context of the VA and desktop searches
as similar as possible. Now, if the product being added to the cart
(by the VA) does not match with the most relevant product as per
desktop search, there may arise a case for unfairness.
(Un)fairness concerns: A product being added to cart signifi-
cantly boosts its (and consequently its producer’s) opportunity
for sales. In addition, explanations such as those analysed in the
previous section, may reinforce the likelihood of purchase among
customers. Considering the limited autonomy of customers in voice
search, selection of a less relevant product may have unfair con-
sequences for both producers and customers. In spite of being the
producer of the most relevant product (as per desktop search), one
will be denied of the opportunity to sales due to non-selection by the
VA. Again, even though there exist one or more better products, a
customer may end up purchasing a product that is (possibly) not up
to the mark due to non-selection of the most relevant option.

In the present context, we have already shown that a significant
majority of the products added to cart by Alexa do not belong to
position 1 in the corresponding Amazon desktop search results (see
Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c)). Only 39% and 18.72% of the products
added to cart with ‘Amazon’s Choice’ and ‘a top result’ explanations
respectively are from position 1. The percentage is around 32% out

of all 1000 queries. In other words, Amazon’s own search ranking
system evaluates that in 68% cases there exists at least one product
which is more relevant (to the same query, and in exactly the same
setting) than the product added to cart by Alexa.

In the remainder of this section, we will quantify and investigate
unfairness and bias (if any) in the decisions taken by Alexa, from
the perspective of the two major stakeholders in the e-commerce
setup, i.e., producers, and customers.

4.1 (Un)Fairness toward producers
As mentioned in Section 2, along with the Alexa responses and the
product added to cart, we also simultaneously collected the search
results on desktop version. Now, we quantify the difference between
the exposure that the product added to cart by Alexa (and thereby
its producer/seller) gets due to its selection, and the exposure it
would have got due to its placement in the desktop search results.

4.1.1 Exposure due to Alexa search: Provided that Alexa VA
used in the study adds a specific product to the cart for further
exploration and/or purchase for a specific query, the exposure of
the corresponding product (and its producer) is 1. For all the rest of
the products, the exposure is 0. Mathematically, for an item 𝑖 and a
query 𝑞, the exposure due to the Alexa VA can be operationalised
as, 𝐸𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑎 (𝑖) = 1, if i is in cart for query q and 0 otherwise.

4.1.2 Exposure due to desktop search: Amazon desktop search
usually provides a ranked list of items sorted in decreasing order
or relevance. To evaluate the exposure of a product due to desktop
search, we assume that attention of the positions (and the exposure
thereof) are distributed geometrically with a parameter 𝑝 (which is
the probability of a search result being clicked) up to the position 𝑘 .
Note that geometrically distributed weights is a special case of the
cascade model used in multiple prior works [4, 7, 9]. Mathemati-
cally, provided an ordered list of items 𝑅, with items ranked from
1 to 𝑘 , the exposure of a product 𝑖 at rank 𝑟 is operationalised as
𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝑖) = 𝑝 (1 − 𝑝)𝑟−1 (see [4, 7, 9] for details). However, for
the purpose of our analyses, we do not require the exposure of all
items in the ranked list. Rather, we only require the exposure of
the product which had been added to cart by Alexa. Note that the
maximum exposure of a product at the top of the search result is 𝑝
as per the above formulation. Hence, for the evaluation of exposure
bias of a single product (the one added to cart), we normalize these
values with respect to 𝑝 , i.e., 𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝑖) = (1−𝑝)𝑟−1. We consider
𝑝 = 0.35 (the probability of a product being clicked) because 35% of
shoppers click on the first product on an Amazon SERP [30].

4.1.3 Exposure bias due to selection by Alexa: Our aim here
is to quantify the difference between a product’s exposure due to
its selection by Alexa and the exposure it would have got by virtue
of its position in a ranked list; we call this difference exposure bias.

In this work, we consider three ranked lists as baselines for
evaluation of the exposure bias – ranked lists (1) based on overall
relevance to the query, as obtained from Amazon desktop search
results, (2) based on price of the products on the first SERP, and
(3) based on the average user ratings of the products on the first
SERP.5 The exposure of a product (and its producer) added to cart

5For the latter two ranked lists, if there is a tie between two items, the tie is
decided by their position as per Amazon search result, i.e., their relevance.



Ground-truth Amazon’s
Choice

Top
result

Others Overall

Based on position on SERP 0.43 0.68 0.74 0.52
Based on price on SERP 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.87
Based on rating on SERP 0.79 0.81 0.77 0.79

Table 3: Mean bias scores due to product selection by Alexa,
based on the different baseline rankings and the mentioned
explanation type. Each value is themean over all queries for
which a particular explanation is given. Higher the values,
more unfair is the selection by Alexa.
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Figure 6: (a) CDF, and (b) violin plot of bias score distribu-
tions with position on SERP as the baseline segregated by
explanation types. AC: Amazon’s Choice, Top: ‘a top result’.
Overall for only 32% queries the bias score was 0, i.e., the
most relevant product was added to cart. The high width to-
ward bias score 1 for the violin plot with ‘a top result’ expla-
nation suggests that even though the explanation was top
result, the selected products came from lower positions.

by Alexa is compared against its exposure in each of the differ-
ent ranked lists for all queries. Given the Alexa and desktop ex-
posure distributions of a query-set 𝑄 , we quantify exposure bias
(𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ) as the distance between the two distributions. Note
that a variety of measures can be applied here, e.g., KL divergence or
L1 distance. In this paper, we measure 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 using the latter,
i.e.,: 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

∑
𝑞∈𝑄 |𝐸𝐴𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑎 (𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑡 (𝑞)) − 𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑘𝑡𝑜𝑝 (𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑡 (𝑞)) |

where 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑡 (𝑞) is the item added to cart by Alexa for the query 𝑞.
Note that 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 is normalized between [0, 1], with 0 denot-
ing no exposure bias and 1 denoting maximum exposure bias.

4.1.4 Observations: The mean 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 with different base-
line ranked lists for different explanations is shown in Table 3. The
last column (Overall) shows the results aggregated over all the 1000
queries. The higher bias scores with respect to price and rating-
based baselines further suggest that, though products with lower
price and / or better user-ratings were available for majority of the
queries at the top of the desktop search results, Alexa added a prod-
uct with relatively poor rating and / or higher price for to the cart.
Bias with respect to position on the Amazon SERP (based on rele-
vance) is significantly lower than the other two baseline ranks. This
suggests that the selected items were coming from top positions in
some cases (corroborating our observations in Figure 5).

Figure 6 shows the CDF and violin plot of the bias score distri-
bution with respect to the position on SERP as the baseline. We
see (from the blue curve in Figure 6 (a)) that for merely 32% of all
queries, the top desktop search result was actually added to cart by
Alexa (leading to a bias score of 0). More alarmingly, this percentage
drops drastically to below 20% for explanations related to ‘a top
result’ and other explanations. For a significant fraction of queries,
the score was close to 1 (very high bias) as indicated by larger width

of the blue violin plot for overall cases (Figure 6 (b)). This is caused
due to the inconsistency of ‘a top result’ explanation, as discussed
earlier. Even though the explanation says it is a top result, the
product selected into the cart does not necessarily align with this
explanation in majority of the cases. Distributions of other base-
lines indicate similar trends too(see Figure 9 in the supplementary
material). These observations further highlight the apprehended
unfairness concerns toward producers due to non-selection (by
Alexa) of most relevant products.

4.2 (Un)Fairness toward customers
Even with high values of exposure bias scores w.r.t. different base-
line rankings, one can argue that if the Alexa-selected products are
preferable to the customers, then at least from the customer’s point
of view this situation may be acceptable. To ascertain if this is the
case, we conducted another survey with the same 100 participants
about their preference between products.
Survey setup: The participants were asked to choose between a
pair of products for a given query – (i) the product which was added
to cart by Alexa for the said query, and (ii) the top-ranked result of
the Amazon desktop search ranking for the same query and at the
very same instant. We went ahead with product (ii) for the compari-
son since, according to Amazon’s own search system, it is the most
relevant product for the query at the time for the corresponding
customer. During the survey we showed a participant – the title of
the two products, their prices, their average user ratings and their
number of ratings received by each of the two products (as shown
in the Amazon SERP during our data collection). Given the two
products as options, we asked a participant the following two ques-
tions: (1) Suppose you are looking for "<query string>". Which of the
following would you prefer to buy?, and and (2) Briefly explain your
selection – to understand the reasons behind their preference. Over-
all, we evaluated 30 distinct queries for which the Alexa-selected
product was different from the top desktop result. Each participant
responded with their preference to 10 different queries.
Observations: Out of the 1000 evaluations (100 respondents ×
10 queries), 732 (i.e., 73.2%) times the participants chose the
top desktop search result over the product added to cart by
Alexa for the corresponding queries. This observation indicates
the overwhelming rejection of participants for products selected by
Alexa, thus underpinning (un)fairness concerns discussed earlier.

Figure 7 shows the results for different queries for which par-
ticipants were asked to select between two products. We consider
a margin of 20% gap to be a significant majority. In other words,
if 60% or more respondents vote for one product over the other,
we consider that product to be the overwhelming majority for the
corresponding query. Out of the 30 distinct queries for which we col-
lected responses, the people’s selection and Alexa’s selection match
with overwhelming majority for only 2 queries. For six queries (20%
cases), the responses were split between the Alexa-selected product
and the top desktop search result with no clear preference. For the
rest 73.33% of the cases (i.e., 22 out of 30 queries), the participants
preferred the top desktop search result with more than 60% votes.
Trends from the participants’ explanations:We manually ex-
amined the explanations given by the participants for their slections
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Figure 7: (a) The % of queries for which preference of the
survey participants matches with that by Alexa. (b) The % of
participants who preferred the Alexa-selected product. For
22 out of 30 distinct queries, participants preferred the top
desktop search result to the Alexa-selected product.
(i.e., the responses provided to question (2)); we observe the fol-
lowing key trends. Brand name matters – for many of the queries,
even though the competing product is highly rated, participants
generally opted for more reputed brands. High average user-rating
alone did not persuade many of the participants; high user-ratings
along with higher number of reviews is considered to be more
preferable. Also, when participants are provided with two equally
rated products, or two products of the same brand, they often prefer
the cheaper one.
Takeaways: Adding a product to the cart as part of the status
quo action is an explicit endorsement from the VA (and its choice
architects) for the product. Therefore, the non-selection of most
relevant (or best-priced or best-rated) products in such significant
percentage of queries highlights serious unfairness concerns for
the producers (and/or sellers) of those products. Worryingly, we
also find qualitatively similar observations across the temporal
snapshots (see Table 5 and Figure 12 in the supplementary material).

From the customer’s perspective, we observed that respondents
mostly prefer to buy the products appearing at the top of desktop
search results to the ones added to cart by Alexa. This observation
further highlights the unfairness issues toward customers and the
resultant customer dissatisfaction that may arise due to the default
product selection by Alexa.

5 RELATEDWORKS
Intelligent voice assistants: Several prior works have showed
the impact of the voice and information quality of VAs having
positive effect on consumer trust and further willingness to use
these systems [11, 22, 27]. Security and privacy risks associated with
VAs have also been investigated [6], calling for better diagnostic
testings to ensure more trustworthy VAs. Several cognitive biases
(e.g., priming and anchoring biases) during the interaction of VAs
and customers have also been studied in prior works [18, 31]. While
these prior works discuss about some important aspects, none of
them investigates the understanding of humans about the framing
of different responses by VAs (which we do in this work).
Bias and unfairness in information access systems: A rich
vein of studies have focused on issues related to fairness of infor-
mation access algorithms, ranging from individual fairness [4, 20,
24, 25, 34] to group fairness [10, 12, 33, 38]. Cognitive biases due to
nudges from information access system have been investigated in
multiple studies as well [2, 3, 5, 21, 23, 32].

The current work is a suitable amalgamation of studying inter-
pretation (from cognitive viewpoint) and fairness issues (from the

perspectives of producers, and customers ) due to responses pro-
vided by Alexa systems upon different e-commerce search queries.

6 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to understand the impli-
cation of responses (explanation and default action) provided by
voice assistants during e-commerce search. We observe significant
mismatch between the human interpretation of different explana-
tions from Alexa and the actual observation on Amazon desktop
search. Through our user survey, we also observed that customers
would often prefer to buy the products appearing as the top desk-
top search results, to the one that is added to cart by Alexa. These
findings underline the importance of bridging the gap between the
framing of a VA’s responses and the interpretation by the customers.
Since the amount of choices presented is significantly low, users
tend to cede more autonomy to the decisions taken by the VAs.
Thus, it is important that VAs lead customers to the most relevant
products for their queries, adhering to their expectations.
Future directions: This work may open up a number of research
directions in future.Multiplemedia articles [8, 17] and priorworks [9]
have introduced new sources of unfairness in e-commerce market-
places due to special relationships between stakeholders (e.g., due
to private label products). We intend to extend our investigation
to such concerns in future. Though the current work is focused
only on e-commerce search, the research questions can be extended
(with some variations) to any generic search or QA operations on
VAs. Finally, while cognitive biases have been extensively studied
in psychology [16, 36], information access systems [2, 23], and con-
versational systems [31] separately, information access through
VAs provides a new paradigm of exploration such biases.
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7 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
In this material, we provide some additional results for the 1000
query snapshot as well as results for the temporal snapshots col-
lected for 100 queries over a period of two weeks. The break up of
number of products with different explanations added to cart by
Alexa is shown in Table 4. For the temporal snapshots of 100 queries,
the percentage of products with Aamzon’s Choice explanation is
5% more than that for the 1000 query snapshot.

7.1 Additional results for 1000 query snapshot
Rank wise break ups for other explanations: Much like in Fig-
ure 5(b–c), the distributions in Figure 8 also suggest that a signif-
icant fraction of products were added to cart from lower search
result positions by Alexa. Figure 8(b) suggests that overall only in
32% cases the most relevant product (as per Amazon’s own search
result on desktop for the same user at the same time) was added to
cart by Alexa.
Bias score distribution with other ground truths: Figure 9
shows the CDF and violin plots for the bias score distributions
with price and rating of the products being the ground truth. The
higher mean bias scores mentioned in Table 3 for these ground
truths coupled with the different distributions suggest that for a
very significant fraction of the queries the best priced and best
rated products were not added to cart by Alexa. For less than 10%
of the queries the best rated and best priced products were added
to cart. For the rest (more than) 90% cases, a better priced and /
or better rated product was available at a better position on the
SERP; however the same was never added to cart by Alexa. Note
that, here any tie between products was broken by the relevance of
position on the SERP (see Section 4 for details).

# Queries # Amazon’s Choice # Top result # Others
1000 662 (66.2%) 251 (25.1%) 87 (8.7%)
100 × 14 = 1400 1002 (71.6%) 343 (24.5%) 55 (3.9%)

Table 4: Total number of queries and break up of what frac-
tion of times products with Amazon’s choice, or top results
or other explanations were added to cart by Alexa.
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Figure 8: The break ups of rank of different products, as per
their position on first SERP, that were added to cart with
(a) explanations other than Amazon’s Choice and ‘a top re-
sult’, (b) for all 1000 queries. The distributions suggest that
in significant number of cases, a better option was available
than the product which was added to cart by Alexa.
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Figure 9: CDF and violin plot of the bias score distributions
with (a-b) price, (c-d) rating as the ground truth segregated
by explanation types. Overall for less than 10% queries the
bias score came out to be 0. The highwidth toward bias score
1 for the violin plot further suggests that lower priced and
better rated products were available in the SERP, but were
not added to cart by Alexa.
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Figure 10: (a) For more than 80% of the queries the top of
desktop search result and / or the product added to cart by
Alexawere occupied by atmost three uniqueASINs through-
out the 14 temporal snapshots. (b) For more than 80% of the
queries more than 60% products are retained across consecu-
tive snapshots for top–5 and top–10 desktop search results.

7.2 Results for temporal snapshots
As mentioned in Table 4, more than 96% of the instances (out of
the 1400 times the queries were fired), the products were added
to cart with Amazon’s Choice and ‘a top result explanations’. In
this section, we show results analogous to Figure 5, Table 3 and
Figures 6 and 9 for the temporal snapshots with brief descriptions.
In Figure 10(a), we show the number of unique products added to
cart or appeared as top of desktop search for different number of
queries throughout the 14 temporal snapshots. In Figure 10(b), we
show the mean jaccard index (along with the standard deviation)
between set of products in top–k desktop search results in two
consecutive temporal snapshots for all the 100 queries. The mean
jaccard index of the shwon distributions is 0.7 and 0.72 for top–10
and top–5 curves.
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Figure 11: The break ups (in %) of rank of different products,
as per their (a) price mentioned and (b, c, and d) position
on first SERP, that were added to cart with different expla-
nations. The distributions suggest that in significant num-
ber of cases, a better option was available than the prod-
uct which was added to cart by Alexa. Green color in the
figures indicate positions where interpretation and observa-
tions match.

Interpretations of explanations provided by Alexa: Figure 11
shows the rank wise break up of products added to cart by Alexa
based on different explanations during the temporal snapshot data
collection. The height of each bar indicates the mean of the con-
tribution from each of the rank over all the 14 snapshots. Each
bar is accompanied with the standard deviation error plot to show
the deviation across different snapshots. Much like the 1000 query
snapshot results (Figure 5), in these temporal snapshots we find
that for a significant majority of the cases there existed at least one
more relevant or less priced product which could have been added
to cart by Alexa. While products added with Amazon’s Choice ex-
planations were highly rated as per the interpretations mentioned
in Table 2, they did not adhere to the interpretation of well priced
products. For ‘a top result’ based explanations, again less than 20%
products on average are actually from position 1 (which is the in-
terpretation of top result according to 62% respondents). Therefore,
the interpretation of top-result does not align with the observation
across temporal snapshots. These observations further underpins the
significant gap in customers’ interpretation of the explanation and
the actual observation made from our 1000 query snapshot was not a
pathological case. Rather, across data collected over a period of two
weeks similar trends were observed.
Fairness of the status quo action: Table 5 shows the mean bias
score across the 1400 instances segregated as per different expla-
nations and on an overall basis. In general, the bias score with
position on SERP ground truth is 0.05 less than what we observed
in the 1000 query snapshot (Table 3). This may be attributed to
these queries being very popular and therefore, we see a better
consistency. Further, in 5% more occasions products are added with

Ground-truth Amazon’s
Choice

A top
result

Others Overall

Based on position on SERP 0.38 0.65 0.66 0.46
Based on price on SERP 0.90 0.89 0.82 0.89
Based on rating on SERP 0.83 0.80 0.86 0.82

Table 5: Mean bias scores due to product selection by Alexa
based on the differentmentioned ground truth rankings and
the mentioned explanation type across different queries.
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Figure 12: CDF and violin plot of the bias score distribu-
tions with (a–b)position, (c–d) price, as the ground truth seg-
regated by explanation types. Overall for very less percent-
age of queries the bias score was evaluated to be 0. The high
width toward bias score 1 for the violin plot further suggests
thatmore relevant, and lower priced productswere available
in the SERP but were not added to cart by Alexa.
Amazon’s choice explanation which in general appear at better
ranks, thus bringing down the overall bias scores. However, with
respect to the other two ground truths the bias scores are worse.

A closer look into the distributions of the bias scores, however
paint a very similar qualitative picture as was seen in Figures 6
and 9. Figure 12 shows the CDF and violin plots of the distributions.
Figures with rating distribution as ground truth has been omitted
for brevity. Much like in the 1000 query snapshot (32%), here also
merely 35% times the most relevant product was added to cart
by Alexa (blue curve in Figure 12(a)). Higher width toward bias
score 1 in the violin plots further indicate that for considerable
percentage of cases, the product added to cart was from a poor
rank. The observation for products with ‘a top result’ explanation
is very similar to as noted in Figure 6. These observations further
corroborates with those made in Section 4, i.e., for a significant
percentage of instances the most relevant (or best priced or best rated)
products were not added to cart by Alexa. There exist at least one or
more better option than the one added to cart as part of the status
quo. This further highlights the apprehended unfairness concerns
associated with the status quo action.
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